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This is the last issue of The Observer for the Fall 2022
semester. We will resume publication January 23, 2023, one
week prior to the start of the Spring semester.
 
MEANWHILE, HAVE A HAPPY & HEALTHY HOLIDAY
SEASON.

Editor: Susan Rauch
 

Associate Editor: Micky Josephs
Contributing Editor: Irene Sax

From the Office of Academic Initiatives and Strategic
Innovation

Dear Members,

As we head into the final stretch of the Fall 2022 study-group session, we
wanted to share a few news items before you take off for a well-deserved
winter break. 

Please note that while The Observer is on a holiday break, you’ll continue to
receive email notices from the AISI office with program updates and reminders
about winter break activities. Be sure to review the listings of winter break
activities featured in this issue.  

In light of the current increase in Covid-19, flu, and other respiratory illness
cases, we encourage you to stay up to date on the latest health news,
including the recent NYC Health Department Advisory, which encourages
masking indoors. Please review the information and links provided in this issue
in the Make Sure You Protect Your Health section.  

I wanted to highlight that after the holidays, all members will receive
information about the upcoming updates to your Graduate Center student
email accounts. There is no action to be taken now, and all information and
instructions will be sent to your personal and GC email accounts in early
January.

http://www.lp2nyc.org


This is a reminder that Spring 2023 registration is now open and will close on
Monday, December 19. The registration form is at
https://formfaca.de/sm/jWGV8hHr5. Please review the detailed registration
instructions available here before submitting your request. You can view the
Spring 2023 Study Group Grid, available at the following link
https://www.lp2nyc.org/study-groups/spring-2023-study-group-grid/ while
making your selections.

Finally, this week, our office is looking forward to welcoming to The Graduate
Center the newly admitted LP2 members who will be joining the program in the
spring. Be sure to say hello if you see them on campus this Tuesday. 

As always, should you have any questions or need help, our office is in Room
8309 on the 8th Floor of The Graduate Center. You can also reach us at
lp2@gc.cuny.edu or 212-817-2474.

Joanna
Program Manager for LP2
Office of Academic Initiatives and Strategic Innovation (AISI)
212-817-2474
Lp2@gc.cuny.edu 

Important Spring Semester Dates

Registration Opens: Monday, December 5th
Registration Closes: Monday, December 19th
Study Group Assignments & Rosters Distributed: Week of
January 16th
Add/Drop Period: Week of January 16th – Week of February 6th
Spring Session Starts: Monday, January 30th
Spring Break Starts: Saturday, March 18th
Spring Break Ends: Sunday, April 1st
Spring Session Ends: Monday, May 15th

 
More information on the Spring 2023 Session dates and the full
Academic Year calendar are available on the LP2 website. 

GC-CUNY LP2 FAQs

Scroll down to the last page to find instructions about:
Updating a mailing address and/or phone number; 
Creating a shortcut to your CUNY access pass on your smartphone;
Checking Graduate Center email; and
Reporting a positive Covid test.

Available For Midsemester-Break Viewing
 
Was there an LP² talk or seminar that you had wanted to see, but
missed? Below are links to recordings from for Fall 2022 events and seminars

https://formfaca.de/sm/jWGV8hHr5
https://formfaca.de/sm/jWGV8hHr5
https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/cu/5BpOMZU/LP2S2023?source_id=788de140-65e4-45b4-8c26-d3d99ea76244&source_type=em&c=
https://www.lp2nyc.org/study-groups/spring-2023-study-group-grid/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/study-groups/spring-2023-study-group-grid/
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.lp2nyc.org/?page_id=14272__;!!GekbXoL5ynDpFgM!SFq-KRjnlS16dSpU8xgRKX56xeQk5bxQyHHs3nJdk1QAHUx9A1ZTed9EEoQJSqovAeGOcDbxXdOWA8N3E8oT%24
mailto:lp2@gc.cuny.edu
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that are now available for viewing to LP² members.

Event Date Event Tile Link to recording (click to
watch)

8/30/22 Library Workshop
with Mason Brown

8.30.22 Library Workshop with
Mason Brown

10/11/22 Science SIG Seminar
with Dr. Susan
Epstein

10.11.22 Science Seminar
with Dr. Susan Epstein

10/21/22 Fridays@1
Jacqueline Woodson

10.21.22 Unmasking Bias with
Jacqueline Woodson

11/18/22 Fridays@1 Kelly Lytle
Hernandez

11.18.22 Fridays @1 with
Kelly Lytle Hernandez

12/1/22 Science SIG Seminar
with Dr. Jill Bargonetti

12.1.22 Science SIG Seminar
with Dr. Jill Bargonetti

12/2/22 Fridays@1 Navina
Najat Haidar

12.2.22 Fridays @1 with
Navina Najat Haidar

12/7/22 Unmasking Bias with
Paul Butterfield

12.7.22 Unmasking Bias with
Paul Butterfield

Remember LP² in Your Year-End Giving
 
Your contributions support our annual budget for all activities beyond the
classroom, as well as the long-term security of our 60-year-strong
community. Give what you can. We aim for 100% participation. A contribution
of any amount expresses your commitment to LP² and our rich program of
intellectual and social activities. We all thank you for your donation.
 
Click on the DONATE button on the Website or mail your contributions to:
Institute for Education in Retirement (IER)
P.O. Box 1779, New York, NY 10156-1779

ANNOUNCEMENTS

What is the Advisory Board is doing to improve our social

https://www.dropbox.com/s/em826k77hdgy608/Fall 2022 Library Access Workshop for LP2 Members.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t7p099wpdv2k1hk/10.11.22 Science Seminar with Dr. Susan Epstein.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ehc8bmrc9nmx5me/10.21.22 Unmasking Bias with Jacqueline Woodson.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/urelwwu4rgj2l30/11.18.22 Fridays%401 Kelly Lytle Hernandez.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zx4ciqjlimb6ix4/12.1.22 Science Seminar Dr. Jill Bargonetti.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/21lrtxyzf2ay7zf/12.2.22 Fridays %401 Navina Najat Haidar.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/45of3n6m4kidy7f/12.7.22 Unmasking Bias with Paul Butterfield.mp4?dl=0


scene?
 
There’s no time to chat with friends between study groups at the GC.”
 
“I’m a new member and I’m looking for ways to meet others at LP2.”
 
“We’ve had so many new members since Zoom and I’ve hardly met any of
them.”
 
“Where are the “good old days” when we used to have lunch together on
campus?”
 
These are just a few of the comments we’ve heard from members attending in-
person study groups. We are all noticing a decline in opportunities to socialize
with friends and colleagues at the GC. Similar comments are coming from
graduate students.
 
We’ve also heard concerns that moving the study group start time to 9:45AM
has created transportation issues for some members. The earlier start time
was a response to complaints that the 15 minutes between morning classes
was too short for chatting. There is now a half hour for members to “meet and
mingle.” We hope the plusses outweigh the minuses.
 
We have already moved Zoom SGs to 2:30-4:00PM to accommodate
transportation issues. Starting the Zoom SGs any later would impact
committee meetings, SIGs and other after-class activities We will review
feedback about the start times before deciding whether to continue the 9:45
start.
 
The Advisory Board is discussing other ways to improve opportunities for
socializing. Among the suggestions thus far:
 

Designate a “social coordinator” in each study groups to take
responsibility for organizing lunch get-togethers in the 8th floor Dining
Commons, other ways to get together either in or out of the GC building
and remind members of other activities – SIGS, architecture tours,
Fridays@1, Science Seminars.

 
Coffee in the Dining Commons between morning SGs. Making this
happen is more complicated than it seems, but we are hoping to have it
up and running sometime early in Spring Semester.

 
Scheduling small Town-Hall meetings, led by Advisory Board members,
early in the Spring semester, to acquaint members with each other as
well as with the Board members and to provide feedback to the Board on
what members think is going well or is proving problematic.

 
Be part of the solution. If you have ideas for improving opportunities for
socializing among LP2 members, please send them to: Susan Rauch at
srauch@gc.cuny.edu.

Make Sure You Protect Your Health

mailto:srauch@gc.cuny.edu


Richard Resnik had forwarded this recent article from the Washington Post:

Covid becomes plague of elderly, reviving debate over ‘acceptable loss.’ 
Nearly 9 out of 10 deaths are now in people 65 or older, the highest rate
since the pandemic began.
 By Ariana Eunjung Cha and Dan Keating
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2022/11/28/covid-who-is-dying/)

Now, The New York Times reports that New Yorkers Are Urged to Wear
Masks Indoors as Covid and Flu Cases Rise
(https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/09/nyregion/nyc-covid-indoor-masks.html)
(December 11th, 2022).

An increase in Covid, flu and R.S.V. cases prompted city health officials on
Friday to tell residents to wear high-quality masks indoors and in crowded
outdoor settings.

The city’s health commissioner, Dr. Ashwin Vasan, advised New Yorkers to
wear a mask at all times in public settings — including in stores, offices,
elevators and schools, and on public transportation — even if vaccinated for
Covid-19 or the flu.

Masks will remain voluntary in most places, however, except in health
care facilities such as nursing homes where mask mandates are still
enforced.

The advisory comes as the rate of new Covid cases in the city has increased
by about 55 percent over the past two weeks, according to data compiled by
The New York Times, while the hospitalization rate has increased by 20
percent over that time. The city registered a seven-day average of 3,761 new
cases on Thursday, up from 2,425 two weeks before.

The Marketing Committee Needs You!
 
Join our worthy cause! 
 
Desirable Skills and Experience for Members: Writing and creative thinking,
background in media, marketing. The committee wants members who will tell
our story, create programs to promote LP² 's mission and history, as well as
publicize current activities and plan future events. Interested members should
contact Lisa Cristal at lcristal@gc.cuny.edu and Stewart Alter at
salter1@gc.cuny.edu.

Call for Break Activities between Semesters

The Community Building Initiative (CBI) seeks volunteers to lead activities
during the January 2023 break.

Your activity can meet once, twice or multiple times. It can be a book or movie
discussion, a current events discussion, a travel adventure or art presentation
or something else; members will appreciate your efforts. We will provide tech
help to set up and assist you run the Zoom session. You’ll receive a Zoom link
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to send to participants. To propose your activity, contact Jane Case Einbender
of the CBI at jeinbender@gc.cuny.edu to propose your activity.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Joint Photo SIG and Architecture SIG Upcoming Field Trip
 
Before Salmagundi: Part Two
(The evolution of an 1853 Fifth Avenue mansion)

Date: January 17th, 2023 at 4:30PM
Address: 7 Fifth Avenue @ 12th Street

Website: https://salmagundi.org/
Event website: https://salmagundi.org/2022-before-salmagundi-part-two/
Contact: If you are interested, please contact Alec Rill at arill@gc.cuny.edu
Group size: Limited to 25 people!
Cost: Free (except for optional dinner at Club)
Dinner: Dinner at the club is optional. Please let me know who is going to
reserve (places are limited). The dinner bill will be paid by Alec and the total
will be divided by the number of people and each person will reimburse Alec
for the resulting amount. 

Patrick and Alec are delighted to invite you to a joint LP2 Photo and
Architecture SIG event.
The event will include:

4:30: we will meet at the "parlor & skylight gallery" on the second floor to
see the photos
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5:30: meet and greet Anthony Bellov (the photographer, architect and
speaker)
6:30 talk: (this is the second talk, to see and listen to the first, go
to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_GE0U-m7w&t=10s

Here is a brief description (read more on the event's website link, above):
Club member and esteemed architectural sleuth Anthony Bellov continues with
Part Two of his popular series exploring the historic fabric and architectural
and social history of the Hawley Mansion, now the Salmagundi Club. He’ll
explore the stunning architecture of the Double Parlors and delve deeply into
the former appearance and functions of the Second Floor, now housing the
Club’s world-renowned 1917 library, revealing unnoticed details of past lives in
the process.

Please let Alec know if you are coming and if you want to stay for dinner. There
are 25 tickets reserved for the event, but Alec needs to know the final number
and especially those who plans to have dinner.
 
Transportation:
       Subway: E, F, M, L to 14th Street and Sixth Avenue and walk to Fifth
Avenue and 12th Street
        Bus: M1, M2, M3 to 5th Fifth Avenue and 13th Street

FIVE NEW MIDSEMESTER BREAK ACTIVITIES

Summer of Soul movie discussion with Susan Smahl
 
Summer of Soul with Susan Smahl
Monday, January 9, 2PM (Zoom)
 
Encore Session - “Summer of Soul” from Reel Rock and Roll.

Participants view the film on their own (available to stream) and meet for a
discussion. “Summer of Soul” won the Academy Award for Best Documentary
in 2021 and is about much more than music. It’s about the world of 1969, New
York City, Harlem, Civil Rights, Black Power and of course, great music - Jazz,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_GE0U-m7w&t=10s


Blues, R&B, Soul, Gospel and Rock and Roll.
 
To participate email Susan at ssmahl@gc.cuny.edu.

You’ll receive a Zoom invitation before the session.

The Master and Margarita book discussion with Steve Kalinsky

The Master and Margarita by Mikhail Bulgakov
Five Thursdays (December 29, January 5, 12, 19 and 26), 2:30-4:00PM
(Zoom)
 
Of Russian origin, this novel is considered by many as one of the greats of the
20th century. It has been described as: "a darkly comedic takedown of Soviet
society, an audacious revision of the stories of Faust and Pontius Pilate, and a
thrilling love story." "It’s a novel that encourages you not to take yourself too
seriously, no matter how bad things have got. The Master and Margarita is a
reminder that, ultimately, everything is better if you can inject a note of silliness
and of the absurd."

We will use the translation by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky
(Penguin Classics ISBN- 13 : 978-0141180144). 

Contact Steve at skalinsky@gc.cuny.edu for a Zoom invitation.

The Power of the Dog with Moya Duffy

Wednesday, January 11th, 2:00PM (Zoom)
 
Moya will present Jane Campion’s recent film, The Power of the Dog for
analysis and discussion. Ms. Campion is a formal filmmaker and it is useful to
“read’ her images for a fuller understanding of the film. After a short
presentation illustrating mise-en-scene and montage/editing, Moya will show
clips and open it up for discussion. This presentation is based on a class from
her study group, How to Read a Film: Film, Form and Culture. Participants
view the film before meeting (streaming on Netflix).

To participate email Moya at mduffy1@gc.cuny.edu.

You’ll receive a Zoom invitation before the session.

Affirmative Action discussion with Joy Schulman
 
Tuesday, January 17, 2PM (Zoom)
 
All indications point to the Supreme Court’s abolishing affirmative action. The
policy started in the late 1960s as a way to measure if employers and colleges
were making a good-faith effort to include African Americans. In 1978, the
Supreme Court narrowed the use of this tool by disallowing quotas and
changed the goal from repairing discrimination to achieving diversity. Despite
that diminishment, court cases kept coming, often funded by rightwing

mailto:ssmahl@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:skalinsky@gc.cuny.edu


organizations. This session will be on the political and legal history of
Affirmative Action and the negative consequences of dismantling it. 

To participate, email Joy at jschulman1@gc.cuny.edu.

You’ll receive a Zoom invitation before the session.

Don DeLillo’s White Noise from Novel to Film with Eileen Sullivan

Wednesday, January 18th and Monday, January 23rd, both at 11:00AM
(IN-PERSON ONLY)

DeLillo’s award-winning 1985 novel, White Noise has now been adapted by
director Noah Baumbach into a film that reconsiders DeLillo’s themes of social
and personal disruption for a post Covid era. In tones both apocalyptic and
comic, novel and film portray Americans’ addiction to consumerism and mass
media, trust in fake news, dread of illness and death—but also our search for
solace, community, and joy. Join us for two sessions to discuss these themes:
January 18th (for the novel) and January 23rd (for the film) - both at 11AM in a
classroom at the GC, TBA.

The novel White Noise (Penguin 1985) is available in paperback. The
Baumbach film is in theaters now and will be available on Netflix at the end of
December.

To sign up, email Eileen at esullivan@gc.cuny.edu

She will provide you with room details before January 18th.

ONLINE ART SHOW

Photographer:  Ira Kaufman

Title:  Manhattan No. 5

mailto:jschulman1@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:esullivan@gc.cuny.edu


Ira’s Statement: This image is from a series I am currently shooting of
Manhattan, using a pinhole camera. These cameras use a tiny
aperture instead of a lens to form the image. You can see more of my
photographs on my website at irakaufmanphotography.com

MEMBER FORUM

Travel Committee?

Myriam Bucatinsky is interested in traveling. “Covid interfered with travel
plans for many of us, while some others continue to travel... Is this a good time
to reconstitute the Travel Committee and start thinking about traveling again?”

Calls to some travel agencies showed that many destinations are already full
for the summer of 2023. OAT (Overseas Adventure Travel) offered the
possibility of organizing a trip ( 11 to 13 people) for us at the beginning of
June…. Ireland was a choice.

http://irakaufmanphotography.com/


Here is the information:
https://www.oattravel.com/trips/land-adventures/europe/irish-adventure-belfast-
dublin-and-the-northwest-counties/2021/itineraries

If not this trip, would you be interested in joining the committee to plan trips as
we did before the pandemic interrupted our SIGs?

We would like to get a sense if members would consider traveling and/or
joining the committee. Please contact Myriam Bucatinsky at
mbucatinsky@gc.cuny.edu.

Arts and Literature in Review
 
Recommended: Downstate at Playwrights Horizons
Review by: CH Mason                                      
 
    Given the many, many decades I’ve impulsively ordered last minute tickets
for a play I’ve known little or nothing about (The Indian Wants the Bronx or
Passing Strange to name but two gems), I did so recently, hoping to break my
Covid and NYC Danger Fears of being at the wrong place at the wrong time.
On a recent Saturday, last seats were being offered for Downstate, a drama
being performed at Playwrights Horizons at 416 West 42nd Street! I ordered
two.
    The opening scene was at first rather baffling: an old man in a wheel chair
being read a many-paged missive by a nervous young man sitting next to a
squirming young woman. The old man leans forward and intermittently
whispers, “Yes, go on. Yes, I’m so sorry, yes go on…” when suddenly another
man enters stage right with a cart load of food and whisks into a partially visual
kitchen, not to exit for several long minutes. Two other men appear, going in
and out of two other doors. Then suddenly I notice a prison ankle cuff on one
of the men and realize they’re all fettered save for the uncomfortable couple on
the couch.
    I won’t go any further to convince you that who and why is slowly revealed,
as each and every one of the riveting performers draw you right into the center
of their lives. 
    Not often has this viewer joined a packed audience standing and applauding
for five long minutes and witnessed tears being wiped away as the theatre
slowly emptied. A shocker, yes. A cast of the finest actors, absolutely. A heart-
rending world I never would have imagined or entered before that enlightening
and life-changing night.

Recommended: The Extraordinary Attorney Woo, series streaming on Netflix
Review by: Ira Rubin                                      

 
The Extraordinary Attorney Woo is a television series, currently on Netflix,
about an autistic savant twenty-seven-year-old Korean woman with a
photographic memory who looks and often acts like an adolescent, albeit an
insightful one.
Unlike most recent TV programs, particularly those on streaming channels,
Attorney Woo contains no nudity, sex (other than pristine kissing, or
violence.) Instead, it is an old-fashioned dramedy - packed with likable
characters, each of whom grows individually and in relationships with one

https://www.oattravel.com/trips/land-adventures/europe/irish-adventure-belfast-dublin-and-the-northwest-counties/2021/itineraries
mailto:mbucatinsky@gc.cuny.edu


another as the series progresses. It is an unapologetic “feel good” story told
with enough obstacles, conflicts, and unpredictability to keep viewers looking
forward to the next plot development.
Woo has Asperger’s Syndrome, a high-functioning form of autism
characterized by significant difficulties in social interaction and nonverbal
communication, along with restricted and repetitive patterns of behavior and
interests. In her case it manifests as a fixed preference for a particular dish
(kimbap) at every meal, confusion when changing locations, blunt expression
of her thoughts without awareness of social conventions, avoidance of
touching, repetition of other people’s words and an obsession with whales. 
 Since early childhood Woo has used her photographic memory to instantly
recall anything she’s read, a talent that leads to becoming an award-winning
law student who graduated with high honors. However, because she’s autistic
only one law firm offered her a job (and why they did is a mystery through
much of the story.)
Woo’s legal recall and intelligence are critical in winning several cases, and
consequently, the trust of her colleagues. During each one, she has an
epiphany that is critical to the resolution of the case (although not always in a
way that ends up benefiting her client).
I felt a growing affection for all the story’s characters as I learned more about
them. In addition, the series gave me important insights into the difficulties of
being isolated and excluded because you are different, and the challenges
autism poses to forming relationships, particularly romantic ones. Highly
recommended.

Arts and Literature in Review 

This new column will include written reviews/recommendations for
current arts offerings: film (in theaters or available to stream); theatrical

events, music, (including recordings), or literature. 
 

If you'd like to contribute a review or a recommendation, please give us
a “head’s up” so we don’t get multiple submissions on the same topic.
Word limit - 300 or so. Tell us what you think, what’s good, what’s not

and showcase your writing. Submit your article and/or questions to
Susan Smahl at ssmahl@gc.cuny.edu.

REMINDERS

 Calling All Painters, Sculptors, Photographers, Block Printers,
Ceramicists and Textile Artists!

Display the creative work you are doing this summer in the Online Art
Show. Send a photograph of your work with a title and a brief statement
about it to Carol Millsom at cmillsom@lp2nyc.org. Art works appear in

The Observer in the order in which they are received.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpersonal_relationships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonverbal_communication
mailto:ssmahl@gc.cuny.edu
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MISSING LINKS DIRECTORY

Current GC Campus Covid Rules
Graduate Center Password Reset
GC Portal
LP2 Library Contact (Mason Brown)
CUNY ARTS-free or discounted museum entry
LP2 Member Website     

Member Directory
Faces
Library and Online Resource Page
LP2 and GC Help
Tech Help

Linkedin Learning (formerly known as Lynda)
LinkedIn Learning at NYPL   and Get a NYPL Library Card
LinkedIn Learning at BPL  and Get a BPL Library Card
LinkedIn Learning at QPL and Get a QPL Library Card

Have a link you can’t find or keep track of?  Send requests and
suggestions to Micky Josephs at mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu or Susan
Rauch at srauch@gc.cuny.edu.

ONGOING LP2 EVENTS

The Women’s Group meets at 3:45PM on Thursdays. Contact
Arlyne LeSchack at aleschack@gc.cuny.edu.

(Note: The Women’s Group will continue to meet Thursday afternoons
at 3:45PM except for the second week of the month when the Group will
meet in person from 1:15 to 2:15PM Tuesdays 9/13, 10/11, 11/8, 12/13.

First in person meeting 9/13 at 1:15 PM in room 9205 at the GC.) 
 

The Men’s Group meets at 3:45PM on Wednesdays. Contact Jay
Fleishman at efleishman@gc.cuny.edu.

 
Stitch Away Stress meets at 4PM Tuesdays. Members share skills and

enjoy the meditative benefits of handwork. Contact Michelle Harris
at mharris@gc.cuny.edu.

Schedule for submitting articles for The Observer and
Website – DEADLINE DATE

 
Members wishing to submit information for publication in The Observer
and/or or listing on the Website have a new deadline: the Wednesday
before the Monday publication date. In addition, we urge you to send
us your material as early as possible so that it can be entered onto the
LP2 calendar, which is managed by the Graduate Center. If you have an
event to publicize, please notify Micky Josephs at

https://www.gc.cuny.edu/news/covid-19-information-and-safe-campus-reopening
https://passwordreset.gc.cuny.edu/
https://www.gc.cuny.edu/GC-Header/GC-Portal
http://mbrown3@gc.cuny.edu/
http://mbrown3@gc.cuny.edu/
http://mbrown3@gc.cuny.edu/
http://mbrown3@gc.cuny.edu/
https://www.cuny.edu/academics/current-initiatives/cuny-arts/#:~:text=As part of MoMA and,25 campuses receive free admission.
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https://www.lp2nyc.org/community/member-directory/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/community/directory-faces/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/study-groups/library-and-online-research/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/help/lp2-gc-help/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/help/lp2-gc-help/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/help/lp2-gc-help/
https://www.lp2nyc.org/help/tech-help/
https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/articles-databases/linkedin-learning-lynda
https://www.nypl.org/library-card
https://www.bklynlibrary.org/online-resources/lynda
https://disc.bklynlibrary.org/card/
https://www.queenslibrary.org/programs-activities/adult-learners/eLearning
https://www.queenslibrary.org/get-a-card/eUser
mailto:mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu
http://srauch@gc.cuny.edu/
http://srauch@gc.cuny.edu/
mailto:aleschack@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:efleishman@gc.cuny.edu
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mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu at least one month in advance to ensure that
the event receives maximum publicity.
 
Member Forum Submissions: If you have something to share with the
LP2 community, e.g., a photo, an article, a book or a web site that
you’ve discovered and think would be interesting to members, send it to
Micky Josephs at mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu.

GRADUATE CENTER INFORMATION

HOW DO I UPDATE MY MAILING ADDRESS AND/OR PHONE NUMBER?

STEP 1: Update it with the Graduate Center by sending an email with
your new information to lp2@gc.cuny.edu

 
STEP 2: Update it in the LP2 Member Directory located at this link: LP2
Member Directory

 
If you need help logging into the Member Directory, reach out to
website@lp2nyc.org.

HOW DO I CREATE A SHORTCUT TO MY CUNY ACCESS PASS ON MY
SMARTPHONE?
 

STEP 1: Start by watching this quick how-to video.

STEP 2: Access your pass by navigating to your personal link from the
Cleared4 registration email you received. Please check your email
account for an email from no-reply@cleared4work.com.

STEP 3: Click the "Show Access Pass" button. With your pass open in
the browser:

Android - click on the three-dots icon in your browser to access
settings, and click "Add to Homepage"
iPhone - click on the "Add to Homepage" icon in the bottom menu

STEP 4:  Enter the name of your shortcut and click "Add." You will now
be able to access your pass from the shortcut on your home screen at
any time.  

HOW DO I CHECK MY GRADUATE CENTER EMAIL?
 
To check your Graduate Center email go to: mail.gc.cuny.edu

To change or reset your Graduate Center email password go to
passwordreset.gc.cuny.edu/ 
 
If you know your password, use the "change your password" option on the left.
Your GC network username is your email address without the @gc.cuny.edu.

mailto:mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:mjosephs@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:lp2@gc.cuny.edu
https://www.lp2nyc.org/wp-login.php?redirect_to=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lp2nyc.org%2Fcommunity%2Fmember-directory%2F&bp-auth=1&action=bpnoaccess
mailto:website@lp2nyc.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGH04SJZ2nY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGH04SJZ2nY
mailto:no-reply@cleared4work.com
https://wa.gc.cuny.edu/owa/
https://passwordreset.gc.cuny.edu/


For example, if your name is Frank Roberts and your email address
is froberts@gc.cuny.edu, your GC network ID = froberts

If you need to reset your GC password, follow the instructions below
 
Step 1: Enter your GC Network Username under the Forgot Your Password
section and click submit

Step 2: On the next page, enter your EMPLID (if you don't know your EMPILD,
email lp2@gc.cuny.edu and ask for your EMPLID), date of birth, and your
personal email account (a hint to your personal email should be shown) and
click submit

Step 3: Check your personal email for the verification code and enter it
Step 4: On the next page, create your new password (and don't forget it!)
Step 5: Write down your new password!
 
[Remember this password is different from your website password. You
need separate passwords.]

IF YOU TEST POSITIVE FOR COVID-19
 
Reporting Positive COVID-19 Results:
LP2 members who test positive for COVID-19, whether through a testing
provider or with an at-home kit, must contact the Academic Initiatives and
Strategic Innovation (AISI) staff by emailing lp2@gc.cuny.edu and copy the
Graduate Center Covid-19 Campus Coordinator at reactivation@gc.cuny.edu.
The member’s CUNY Access Pass in Cleared4 will be suspended and will be
reinstated once they provide us with a negative PCR test result, a negative
Antigen result (from a licensed lab), or medical clearance from their doctor.
 

1. Stay home for 5 days (day 0 is your first day of symptoms, or the day of
your first positive test if you do not develop symptoms).

2. If you have no symptoms or your symptoms are resolving after 5 days,
you can leave your house.

3. After you complete 5 days of isolation, take a COVID-19 test (at this time,
we only accept PCR and/or Antigen tests from a licensed lab, No at-
home test kits will be accepted as proof of a negative test result)
and send a copy of your negative test result to lp2@gc.cuny.edu and
copy reactivation@gc.cuny.edu so that we can restore your CUNY
Access Pass in Cleared4. Medical clearances will be accepted ONLY if
you are asymptomatic but still testing positive after 5 days of isolation.

4.
Collect the test sample only if you are fever-free for 24 hours without the
use of fever-reducing medication and your other symptoms have
improved.
If your test result is positive, you should continue to isolate until day 10.
Following day 10 you must receive a negative PCR or Antigen test (from
a licensed lab) before returning to CUNY.
In lieu of a negative test, individuals may provide a doctor’s certification
that they have recovered from COVID-19.

5.  Continue to wear a well-fitting mask around others for 5 additional days; if
you cannot wear a mask, continue to isolate for 5 days.

mailto:froberts@gc.cuny.edu
mailto:lp2@gc.cuny.edu
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6.  If you have a fever, continue isolation until you are fever-free for 24 hours
without the use of fever-reducing medication.
7.  If you were severely ill with COVID-19 you should isolate for at least 10
days. Consult your doctor before ending isolation.
 
For more information on quarantine and isolation, please see CDC guidelines.

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine.html__;!!GekbXoL5ynDpFgM!Sath2fNxWgdi0TYPES8dwjtR0OyrK0Sxa_gwz7zQJ7howS48jZ3Ui1RbpPFI9Ugb4cFX7YCNA0hOR43Yot6RyHE%24

